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Connecting with Al Freedman
Serendipity or fate intervened when Mark happened to
read a poignant essay by psychologist and father Albert (Al)
Freedman, PhD, called “Welcome to Our Home,” in the
June 2001 issue of CARING magazine. Al wrote the piece
as a thank-you letter to the professionals who cared for
his son, Jack. At six months old, Jack had been diagnosed
with spinal muscular atrophy, a degenerative and incurable
condition. Doctors had told the Freedmans that Jack would
live at most for a year, yet the boy had already surpassed
that prediction. In the article, Al explained in detail what life
is like for a family with a medically fragile child and spoke
from the heart about the ups and downs of having health
care professionals constantly in his home. The piece moved
Mark and Ann deeply.
BAYADA reached out to Al by phone and invited him
to speak at the annual Awards Weekend in Princeton,
New Jersey, in June 2002. Surprised, he agreed. That
weekend Al spoke about Jack and his experience from a
parent’s perspective, making a similarly strong impression
on the audience. Mark approached Al privately and said he
thought that Al could help him with something important at
BAYADA. But he didn’t specify what.
Al picks up the story: “I said, ‘Sure, your nurses are
helping with Jack, so of course I’d be happy to help you.’
But I didn’t quite know what he was thinking about.”
A few months later, Mark and Al met again. “I thought
Mark wanted me to do more workshops for BAYADA
employees, so I wrote out a plan with a list of potential
workshop topics. I remember coming in to his office with

A BOV E: Baby Jack Freedman and

his first BAYADA nurse, Wendy. At
BAYADA’s fortieth anniversary, Jack
has defied the odds and is now
20 years old. He remains medically
fragile, but with the support of his
parents and BAYADA Nurses, Jack
goes to school, uses a computer, and
continues to charm everyone who
meets him.
L E F T: The article and photos

featured in the June 2001 issue
of CARING magazine led to the
life-changing relationship between
the Freedmans and BAYADA.

